STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

Annual Summer Programme
THE OXFORD EXPERIENCE

My experience here at Oxford has been really
amazing. I made new friends and learnt so much.
Aniela Cheon - USA

INTRODUCTION
The Oxford Institute is a non pro t organization founded by
academics and alumni from the Oxford University. The Oxford
Institute runs two-week residential summer programmes the Oxford
Experience , in the month of July and Aug, which focuses on three
themes - Oxford Learning, Leadership, and Lifestyle.
The Programme provides students with the rare chance to experience
life as an undergraduate student at Oxford University - they reside in
university accommodation, dine in college dining halls, attend
courses delivered by the Oxford University scholars and academics,
and explore other facets of student life in the city.
We are accredited by the British Accreditation Council as a further
education and short course provider.
Our strength lies in the holistic and personalised nature of the
Programme.

My time at Oxford has encouraged me
to study abroad.
Yuto Imamoro - Japan

The oxford experience is really nice. Their tutorials
are very unique. This was by far the best summer
of my life
Philip Cirier - France

The two weeks at Oxford were incredible.
I have learnt new skills which I hope to use
onwards.
Namera Chowdhary - Bangladesh

My experience at Oxford has been a great learning
opportunity and it has shown me what university
life is really like.
Ulgen Akfert - Canada

For me it was a life-changing and
mesmerizing experience.
Steven Younan - Lebanon

OXFORD
SUMMER CAMP

OXFORD-LONDON
SUMMER CAMP

2 Weeks Residential Summer Programme
at University of Oxford's Campus
Experience of a life time, at the right time in your career

The Oxford Institute shall run two camps in Summer 2020, one at
Oxford and one at Oxford-London in which all the participants will get
a chance to spend one week at Oxford and one week at the London
School of Economics, whereas in our agship Oxford Camp students
shall spend 2 week at University College (UNIV).
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OXFORD
LEARNING

OXFORD
LEADERSHIP

Tutorials:
We are the only summer program in Oxford which places
Oxford University s unique teaching method - the tutorial
system - at the heart of our teaching approach - students
are assigned in groups of 1 to 3 to have intensive daily
sessions with their tutors.

Public Speaking:
Parliamentary-style debating is an integral part of the Oxford
Experience. Students are coached in debating by champion
debaters from the Oxford Union, the world s most prestigious
debating society.

Lectures:
Special lectures are organized by acclaimed Oxford
professors and researchers to give students a taste of
emerging topics at the cutting edge of research.
Courses:
Most program participants are from O/A Levels, IB,
IGCSE/GCSE background. We o er 32 di erent subjects.
LIST OF SUBJECTS
Arts and Humanities
World History

Theology

English Language & Literature

Drawing & Fine Art
Music

Creative

Classics
Photography

Physical Sciences
Mathematics

Physics

Chemistry

Biology

Medicine

Engineering

Information Technology

Statistics

Social Sciences
Economics

Politic

International Relations

Law

Psychology

Business Studies

Social Entrepreneurship

Geography

Admissions Counseling:
At admissions counseling sessions our counselors share their
extensive experience navigating each step of the application
process to top universities in the UK, USA, and Canada.
Career Guidance & Mentorship:
At Oxford, students are exposed to a large variety of career paths,
from academic research to business and entrepreneurship, science,
law, and public policy. Students interested in exploring these
careers or striking out on other paths can receive guidance from
our on-site Counsellors through workshops or individual sessions.

OXFORD
LIFESTYLE

Magical Oxford:
Oxford is one of the most beautiful cities in Europe and the
Colleges at Oxford University are hundreds of years-old. Living
in these Colleges, having tutorials in their lecture rooms, eating
in their Halls, gives students a chance to immerse themselves in
a unique environment which cannot be replicated anywhere in
the world.
Excursion trips and sports:
In order to broaden students horizon, the Oxford Institute
organizes trips to various museums, art galleries, palaces and
key tourists attractions in Oxford as well as a day trip to Central
London.
Sports activities such as cricket, croquet, punting and football
are also arranged, along with movie and musical nights.
Culture and Diversity:
The Oxford Institute hosts students from di erent countries
across the world. Students have a chance to interact with peers
from diverse cultural backgrounds and form life-long
friendships.

